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À Marie Claude Pour sa patience et son soutien indéfectible
Nothing is real. All is Fiction. John Fowles, The Enigma





For some time I’d been looking for a theme that would allow me to do these
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things : 1. present a character who was inarticulate and nasty, as opposed to the
‘good’ inarticulate hero, who seems to be top dog in post-war fiction and whose
inarticulateness is presented as a kind of crowning glory. 2

We need to return to the great tradition of the English novel – realism. English is
a naturally empirical language; I suppose that’s why realism haunts all our arts. 3
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Mystery really lies in things the author doesn’t say and in gaps in the story. 8

Obviously what you’re trying to do is – this is my theory – trying to achieve some
primal state of perfection and total happiness, which you’re doomed never to
experience because you’ll never be one year old again. 9

Nul objet n’est dans un rapport constant avec le plaisir (Lacan, à propos de
Sade). Cependant, pour l’écrivain, cet objet existe ; ce n’est pas le langage, c’est
la langue, la langue maternelle. L’écrivain est quelqu’un qui joue avec le corps de
sa mère (…). 11

L’endroit le plus érotique d’un corps n’est-il pas là où le vêtement baille ? Dans la
perversion (qui est le régime du plaisir textuel) (…) c’est l’intermittence, comme
l’a bien dit la psychanalyse, qui est érotique (…). 12





What is the phrase for the moon? And the phrase for love? By what name are we
to call death? I do not know. I need a little language such as lovers use, words of
one syllable such as children speak when they come into the room and find their
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mother sewing and pick up some scrap of bright wool, or a shred of chintz. I need
a howl; a cry. 21

Techniquement, selon la définition de Roman Jakobson, le « poétique »
(c’est-à-dire le littéraire) désigne ce type de message qui prend sa propre forme
pour objet, et non ses contenus. Ethiquement, c’est par la seule traversée du
langage que la littérature poursuit l’ébranlement des concepts essentiels de notre
culture, au premier rang desquels celui de « réel ». 23
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I raised the two pieces to show her what had happened. My life, my past, my
future. Not all the king’s horses, and all the king’s men. (p. 645) 25
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The Magus may be said to constitute the nucleus of the writer’s thought around
which the other novels grow. 26
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Though this is not, in any major thematic or narrative sense, a fresh version of
The Magus, it is rather more than a stylistic revision. A number of scenes have
been largely rewritten, and one or two new ones invented. (p. 5).

John Fowles’s six full-length novels must be viewed as complementary texts
offering alternative readings of the same basic ideas. 27

Each novel ultimately tells the same story, and the story of the survival of
individual freedom is the only story. (…). In telling his urgent story again and
again, Fowles is really conveying his sense that the process of understanding is
what he considers important. 28

As we come to look at Fowles’s work in greater detail we shall find a limited
number of themes recurring in it very consistently. These themes – which are
prominent in both fiction and non-fiction – can be grouped under four headings:
the Few and the Many; the domaine; the contrast between the masculine and the
feminine character; and the importance of freedom. 29

(…) a three-fold structure (old man, hero, and heroine) which in one
transformation or another recurs in every one of his full-length fictions. 30
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One enigma about all artists, however successful they may be in worldly or
critical terms, is the markedly repetitive nature of their endeavour, the inability
not to return again and again on the same impossible journey. One must posit
here an unconscious drive towards an unattainable. The theory also accounts for
the sense of irrecoverable loss (or predestined defeat) that is so characteristic of
many major novelists. 31

“The Magus” remained essentially where a tyro taught himself to write novels.
(p. 5)



I remembered it was Sunday morning; the time for sermons and parables. (p. 139)



He had accumulated an armoury of capitalized words like Discipline, Tradition
and Responsibility. (p. 15).

She is silent, she will never speak, never forgive, never reach a hand, never leave
this frozen present tense.All waits, suspended. (p. 656)

A blackbird, poor fool, sings out of season from the willows by the lake. A flight
of pigeons over the houses; fragments of freedom, hazard, an anagram made
flesh. And somewhere the stinging smell of burning leaves. (p. 656)
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I couldn’t have put it into words then. (p. 9) But that was how I thought of it at the
time. (p. 35) It took me many months to understand this and many years to accept
it. (p. 49)

The Magus is a compelling, grandly ingenious and oddly childlike book, as
self-contradictory as a drawing by Maurits Escher. As in an Escher drawing, too,
it is as impossible to hold the various illusory and mutually hostile fictional
planes as it is to separate them. 42



I have taken this somewhat unusual course not least because – if letters are any
test – the book has aroused more interest than anything else I have written. I have
long learnt to accept that the fiction that professionally always pleased me the
least (a dissatisfaction strongly endorsed by many of its original reviewers)
persists in attracting a majority of my readers most. (p. 5)

This experience, it’s like being halfway through a book. I can’t just throw it in the
dustbin. (p. 273).

(…) but we didn’t understand that the heroes, or anti-heroes, of the French
existentialist novels we read were not supposed to be realistic. We tried to imitate
them, mistaking metaphorical descriptions of complex modes of feeling for
straightforward prescriptions of behaviour. (p. 17)



I suddenly had a feeling we were one body, one person, even there; that if she
had disappeared it would have been as if I had lost half of myself. (p. 35).
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The book is deliberately circular in construction: it begins and ends with London,
and its first important emotional relationship is also its last. (…). But we may
reasonably ask in the case of The Magus whether we are not dealing with
something more radical still. Nicholas begins as an orphan and ends by acquiring
a ‘parent’; he begins (in a kind of parody of the conventional romance) by
sleeping with Alison and ends by loving her. Does this not suggest that the book
is neither static nor circular, but actually regressive? 46



Everywhere in the masque, these inter-relationships, threads between
circumstance. (p. 311)
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On my way back from Cerne Abbas I stopped for dinner in Hungerford, and
passed an old antique shop on my way to the hotel. Propped up in the window
were five old Tarot cards. On one of them was a man dressed exactly as Conchis
had been; even to the same emblems on his cloak. Underneath were the words
LE SORCIER – the sorcerer. (p. 579)

To read The Magus as a novel that extols the wisdom of the Tarot deck is to
misread it, for Fowles does not wish to claim that the occult tells us everything
we need to know about our ultimately unknowable world. Instead, he wants to
suggest that his novel is an ordered counterpart to the ordered, simplified image
of the world that we create for the purposes of everyday living. 51



And there it was, facing page 69: thin green leaves, small white flowers, Alysson
maritime … parfum de miel … from the Greek a (without), lyssa (madness). Called
this in Italian, this in German. In English: Sweet Alison .(p. 566)

‘Come now. Prospero will show you his domaine.’ As we went down the steps to
the gravel I said, ‘Prospero had a daughter.’ ‘Prospero had many things.’ He
turned a dry look on me. ‘And not all young and beautiful, Mr Urfe.’ (p. 83)

‘But there’s a greater work of literature that may [mean something].’ She left a
pause for me to guess, then murmured, ‘Yesterday afternoon, after my little
scene. Another magician once sent a young man hewing wood.’ ‘I missed that.
Prospero and Ferdinand.’ (p. 341)
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At one level, Conchis’s nearest parallel is Prospero, the magically virtuous
enslaver with whom he explicitly identifies himself. Thus he sets Urfe
Ferdinand-like tasks, and references to The Tempest abound throughout. (…) As
in The Tempest, however, where the reform of characters so ingeniuously
befuddled seems highly gestural (the usurper Antonio never recants on stage), so
in The Magus. 52

For him (Nicholas), existence involves narrative and the production of a fictional
account of experience. He narrativizes his own experience in order to
authenticate his reality, to identify his own existential position in the world, and to
“realize his own uniqueness,” or his own subjectivity. This task of authentication
is achieved with the help of literary allusions. 53
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(…) c’est tout le langage, antérieur et contemporain, qui vient au texte, non selon
la voie d’une filiation repérable, d’une imitation volontaire, mais selon celle d’une
dissémination — image qui assure au texte le statut non d’une reproduction, mais
d’une productivité. 54

Cras amet qui numquam amavit Quique amavit cras amet (p. 656) 56
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La voix vient à la place de ce qui est du sujet proprement indicible, et que Lacan a
appelé son ‘plus de jouir’. 58

Observons que ce trait de la coupure n’est pas moins évidemment prévalent dans
l’objet que décrit la théorie analytique : mamelon, scybale, phallus (comme objet
imaginaire), flot urinaire. (Liste impensable, si l’on n’y ajoute avec nous le
phonème, le regard, la voix, — le rien.) 59

Un trait commun à ces objets dans notre élaboration : ils n’ont pas d’image
spéculaire, autrement dit d’altérité. C’est ce qui leur permet d’être l’ « étoffe », ou
pour mieux dire la doublure, sans en être pour autant l’envers, du sujet même
qu’on prend pour le sujet de la conscience. Car ce sujet qui croit pouvoir accéder
à lui-même à se désigner dans l’énoncé, n’est rien d’autre qu’un tel objet. 60



I did intend Conchis to exhibit a series of masks representing human notions of
God, from the supernatural to the jargon-ridden scientific; that is, a series of
human illusions about something that does not exist in fact, absolute knowledge
and absolute power. (p. 10).

The final truth came to me, as we stood there, trembling, searching, between all
our past and all our future; at a moment when the difference between fission and
fusion lay in a nothing, a tiniest movement, betrayal, further misunderstanding.
(p. 654)



I was born in 1927, the only child of middle-class parents, both English, and
themselves born in the grotesquely elongated shadow, which they never rose
sufficiently above history to leave, of that monstrous dwarf Queen Victoria. I was
sent to a public school, I wasted two years doing my national service, I went to
Oxford; and there I began to discover I was not the person I wanted to be.” (p. 15)
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I had no family to trammel what I regarded as my real self. (p. 16)

En somme, le roman familial peut être défini comme un expédient à quoi recourt
l’imagination pour résoudre la crise typique de la croissance humaine telle que la
détermine le « complexe d’Œdipe ». 65

The wishful tradition is that our family came over from France after the
Revocation of the Edict of Nantes – noble Huguenots remotely allied to Honoré
d’Urfé, author of the seventeenth-century best-seller L’Astrée.(p. 15)

(…) – no other of my ancestors showed any artistic leanings whatever: generation
after generation of captains, clergymen, sailors, squirelings, with only a uniform
lack of distinction and a marked penchant for gambling, and losing, to
characterize them. (pp. 15-16)



I had chosen my own way; the difficult, hazardous, poetic way; all on one
number; though even then I heard Alison bitterly reverse those last two words.
(p. 278)

During my last years at school I realized that what was really wrong with my
parents was that they had nothing but a blanket contempt for the sort of life I
wanted to lead. (p. 16)

Only once did he seem really surprised. He had asked me about my unusual
name. ‘French. My ancestors were Huguenots.’ ‘Ah.’ ‘There’s a writer called
Honoré d’Urfé -’ He gave me a swift look. ‘He is an ancestor of yours ?’ ‘It’s just
a family tradition. No-one’s ever traced it. As far as I know.’ Poor old d’Urfé; I had
used him before to suggest centuries of high culture lay in my blood. (…) ‘I have
a direct link with le grand siècle at my table.’ ‘Hardly direct.’ But I didn’t mind his
thinking it, his sudden flattering benignity. (pp. 91-92)
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Dans la perspective lacanienne, l’auto-suffisance du sujet est un pur fantasme
par lequel se trouve niée la « dette symbolique » due à ceux qui nous ont
transmis le langage. Ce fantasme est symptomatique d’un affaiblissement de la
dimension Symbolique, et d’une majoration de la dimension Imaginaire. 67

Perhaps it had all been to bring me to this, to give me my last lesson and final
ordeal … the task, as in L’Astrée, of turning lions and unicorns and magi and
other mythical monsters into stone statues. (p. 655)

They had absconded, we were alone. I was so sure, and yet… after so much, how
could I be perfectly sure? How could they be so cold, so inhuman – so incurious?
So load the dice and yet leave the game? (p. 655)

(…) notre façon singulière de nous approprier le langage commun, de le
détourner de sa fonction de communication intersubjective pour en faire un outil
à l’usage d’une jouissance privée. 68
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Think what it would be like if you got back to your island and there was no old
man, no girl any more. No mysterious fun and games. The whole place locked up
for ever. (p. 278)



(…) all my life I had tried to turn life into fiction, to hold reality away ; always I had
acted as if a third person was watching and listening and giving me marks for
good or bad behaviour – a god like a novelist, to whom I turned, like a character
with the power to please, the sensitivity to feel slighted, the ability to adapt
himself to whatever he believed the novelist-god wanted. (p. 539)

My grandfather had four sons, two of whom died in the First World War; the third
took an unsavoury way of paying off his atavism (gambling debts) and
disappeared to America. He was never referred to as still existing by my father, a
youngest brother who had all the characteristics that eldest sons are supposed to
possess (…). (p. 16)

‘Engaged is Maggie talk. We’re not like that.’ She half flicked a glance at me. ‘Free
people.’ (p. 26)
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(…) the Victorian novel can be pastoralized as a place Edenically unaware of its
own conventionalization, awaiting like Milton’s Adam that felix culpa of a Fall into
Modernity which will enable it to start to know itself. 71
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To write a novel in 1964 is to be neurotically aware of trespassing, especially on
the domain of the cinema. 72 (mes italiques)

Then I saw it. I went through the gap. It was two or three trees in, barely legible,
roughly nailed high up the trunk of a pine, in the sort of position one sees
Trespassers will be prosecuted notices in England. But this notice said, in dull
red letters on a white background, SALLE D’ATTENTE. (…) It was Mitford’s
warning: Beware of the waiting-room. (p. 71)

‘Well, all the best, old man.’ He grinned. ‘And listen.’ He had his hand on the
door-handle. ‘Beware of the waiting-room.’ (p. 45)

I came to Bourani about half past three. The gap beside and the top of the gate
had been wired, while a new notice covered the Salle d’attente sign. It said in
Greek, Private property, entrance strictly forbidden. (p. 546)



‘You pick up a poor little scob like that, God only knows why, then when you’re
sure she’s head over fucking heels in love with you, you act like a real gentleman.
You kick her out.’ (p. 644)

I had my loneliness, which, as every cad knows, is a deadly weapon with women.
(…). I didn’t collect conquests (…). I felt myself near surrendering to Janet. (p. 21)
(mes italiques).
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By the time I left Oxford I was a dozen girls away from virginity. (p. 21)

La compulsion de répétition rend sensible cette place du sujet comme effet des
signifiants, car devant cette Zwang qui l’oblige à répéter, l’individu rencontre son
impuissance, sa maîtrise défaillante. 73

Cet unaire primitif est ce Un inaugural qui permet qu’un ordre soit possible, qu’il
y ait possibilité de comptage. (…). Or, Lacan, au moment d’introduire le concept
de trait unaire, essaie de montrer que ce trait qu’on est toujours en train
d’évoquer se répète de n’être jamais le même. 75

La béance introduite par l’absence dessinée, et toujours ouverte, reste cause
d’un tracé centrifuge où ce qui choit, ce n’est pas l’autre en tant que figure où se
projette le sujet, mais cette bobine liée à lui-même par un fil qu’il retient – où
s’exprime ce qui, de lui, se détache dans cette épreuve, l’automutilation à partir
de quoi l’ordre de la signifiance va se mettre en perspective. 77
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I could not spend my life crossing such a Sahara; and the more I felt it the more I
felt also that the smug, petrified school was a toy model of the entire country and
to quit the one and not the other would be ridiculous. There was also a girl I was
tired of. (p. 18)

I contrived most of my affaires in the vacations, away from Oxford, since the new
term meant that I could conveniently leave the scene of the crime. (p. 21)

I came to London with the firm determination to stay away from women for a
while. (p. 22)

The thing I felt most clearly, when the first corner was turned, was that I had
escaped; and hardly less clearly, but much more odiously, that she loved me
more than I loved her, and that consequently I had in some indefinable way won.
(p. 48)



Then someone arrived and stood in the hall behind me. (p. 22)

‘Someone wants to see you outside. A girl with a suitcase.’ (p. 23)

On my side I knew the ghost of Alison, of what had happened on Parnassus; a
flicker of adultery, a moment’s guilt. (p. 283)



A minute or two later Alison appeared through the door. (…). Her skin was paler
than I remembered. (p. 246)

I pulled out a paperback I had in my pocket. (…) And I became lost in the book. In
the outer seat opposite, diagonally from me. So quietly, so simply. (…) she had
come in her own, yet in some way heightened, stranger, still with the aura of
another world; from, but not of, the crowd behind her. (pp. 646-647)

I had imagined too many ways of our meeting again, and none like this. In the end
I even stared down at my book, as if I wanted no more to do with her (…). Without
warning she stood and walked away. (…). I let a few stunned and torn seconds
pass. Then I gave chase, pushing roughly past the people in my way. (p. 647)

I clung, too, to something in Alison, something like a crystal of eternal
non-betrayal. (p. 493)



I knew she was a mirror that did not lie. (p. 539)

Her long hair was not quite blonde, but bleached almost to that colour. It looked
odd, because the urchin cut was the fashion: girls like boys, not girls like girls.
(p. 23) The waif (Alison) gave the older girl an oddly split look, half guilty and half
wary. (p. 23)



She poured herself a whisky. ‘Santé. I hate big stores. And not just capitalists.
Pommy capitalists. Two birds with the one steal. Oh, come on, sport, smile.’ She
put the pen in my pocket. ‘There. Now you’re a cassowary after the crime. (p. 32)

I contrived most of my affaires in the vacations, away from Oxford, since the new
term meant that I could conveniently leave the scene of the crime.(mes italiques)
(p. 21)

I noticed she had two voices; one almost Australian, one almost English. (p. 23)



Alison said very little, but I was embarrassed by her, by her accent, by the
difference between her and one or two debs who were sitting near us. She left us
for a moment when Billy poured out the last of the Muscadet. ‘Nice girl, dear boy.
‘Oh…’ I shrugged. ‘You know.’ ‘Attractive.’ ‘Cheaper than central heating.’ ‘I’m
sure.’ But I knew what he was thinking. (p. 36)

Out of bed I felt I was teaching her, anglicizing her accent, polishing off her
roughness, her provincialisms; in bed she did the teaching. (p. 35)

We both had something to give and to gain … and at the same time a physical
common ground, the same appetites, the same tastes, the same freedom from
inhibition. She was teaching me other things besides the art of love; but that was
how I thought of it at the time. (p. 35)

‘That’s why I’ve got this crazy between voice. It’s Mum and Dad living out their
battles again every time I open my mouth. I suppose it’s why I hate Australia and I
love Australia and I couldn’t ever be happy there and yet I’m always feeling
homesick. Does that make sense?’ She was always asking me if she made
sense. (p. 33)



It poured with rain the day I left. But I was filled with excitement, a strange
exuberant sense of taking wing. (p. 19)

So on top of the excitement of the voyage into the unknown, the taking wing
again, I had an agreeable feeling of emotional triumph. (p. 48)

The world around me took wing, and I was stuck to the ground. (p. 60)

‘I understand that word now, Alison. Your word.’ Still she waited, face hidden in
her hands, like someone being told of a tragic loss. ‘You can’t hate someone
who’s really on his knees. Who’ll never be more than half a human being without
you.’ (p. 655)



She gave me an odd little smile, half tender, half mocking, and went away to peel
potatoes. And I knew that in some obscure way I had offended her; and myself.
(p. 33)

‘You say you’re isolated, boyo, but you really think you’re different.’ She broke
my hurt silence by saying, too late, ‘You are different.’ (p. 35)

I suddenly had a feeling that we were one body, one person, even there ; that if
she had disappeared it would have been as if I had lost one half of myself. (p. 35)



She was bizarre, a kind of human oxymoron. (p. 24)

(…) something I couldn’t define, obscure, monstrous, lay between us, and this
monstrous thing emanated from her, not from me. (p. 37)

I was born in 1927, the only child of middle-class parents, both English, and
themselves born in the grotesquely elongated shadow, which they never rose
sufficiently above history to leave, of that monstrous dwarf Queen Victoria. (p. 15)

My monstrous crime was Adam’s, the oldest and most vicious of all male
selfishness: to have imposed the role I needed from Alison on her real self.
(p. 400)

Her look was so direct I found it disconcerting. (p. 25)

Her radiogram was like grit in the eye when one particularly wants to see clearly.
(…) it came like an intrusion – of dispensable reality into pleasure, of now
artificial duty into instinct. (p. 202)
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During my last years at school I realized that what was really wrong with my
parents was that they had nothing but a blanket contempt for the sort of life I
wanted to lead. (p. 16)

(…) I kept remembering, with intense relief, that I should soon be free of all this.
(p. 41)

After the first shock, I felt an almost immediate sense of relief, of freedom. (p. 16)

I mistook the feeling of relief that dropping a girl always brought for a love of
freedom. (p. 21)

Law. A payment made to the overlord by the heir of a feudal tenant on taking up
possession of a vacant state. Law. Release from or remission of an obligation or
imposition. 81



My daughters were nothing but a personification of your own selfishness. (p. 601)

‘Be not afeard; the isle is full of noises, Sounds, and sweet airs, that give delight
and hurt not Sometimes a thousand twangling instruments Will hum about mine
ears; and sometimes voices That , if I had then wak’d after long sleep, Will make
me sleep again: and then, in dreaming, The clouds methought would open; and
show riches Ready to drop upon me; that when I wak’d, I cried to dream again.’
(p. 204).



I had to know the owner of that young, intelligent, amused, dazzlingly pretty North
European face. I wanted to know what she was doing on Phraxos, where she
came from, the reality behind all the mystery. (p. 157)

Someone met her there, an arm went round her shoulder as if she had just
escaped from an air disaster and drew her out of sight. (p. 489)

‘I suddenly remembered I’m meant to be an air hostess. The life and soul of the
crash.’ (p. 261)

I still couldn’t accept that this was not some nightmare, like some freak
misbinding in a book, a Lawrence novel become, at the turn of a page, one by
Kafka. (p. 489)

I wanted to get away, to Athens, anywhere, to non-identity and non-involvement.
(p. 544)



Suddenly her honesty, her untreachery – her true death – was the last anchor left.
If she too, if she … I was swept away. (…). But I clung to reality. I clung, too, to
something in Alison, something like a tiny limpid crystal of eternal non-betrayal.
(pp. 492-3)

A crystal lay shattered. And all betrayed. (p. 562)

The whole thing had happened to me before, the same sensations, the same
feeling that it could not be true and was true, of vertiginous shock and superficial
calm. Coming out of the Randolph in Oxford with two or three other people,
walking up to Carfax, a man under the tower selling the Evening News. Standing
there, a silly girl saying ‘Look at Nicholas, he’s pretending he can read.’ And I
looked up with the news of the Karachi air crash and the death of my parents in
my face and said ‘My mother and father.’ As if I had just for the first time
discovered that such people existed. (p. 396)



He searched my eyes, then did something strange: reached out, as he had done
in the boat, and touched my shoulder paternally. (p. 154) (mes italiques)

But I had to join the regiment – Tradition and Sacrifice pressganged me into that.
(p. 16)

I was pushed into the 13th London rifles – Princess Louise’s Kensington
Regiment. (p. 118)

I was twenty-five – your age, Nicholas, which will perhaps tell you more than
anything I can say how unable I was to judge him. (p. 179)



‘Greece is like a mirror. It makes you suffer. Then you learn.’ (p. 99).

‘All that is past possesses our present. Seidevarre possesses Bourani. Whatever
happens here now, whatever governs what happens, is partly, no, is essentially
what happened thirty years ago in that Norwegian forest.’ (p. 311)

‘There was no connection between the events. No connection is possible. Or
rather, I am the connection, I am whatever meaning the coincidence has.’ (p. 311)

‘Tonight I intend to tell you something that is for our sex alone. Womankind has
no place in it.’ The Last chapter: I had already guessed what that meant. (p. 407)



‘Conchis.’ He pronounced the ch hard. (p. 72)

Anglicize my name. I prefer the “ch” soft. (p. 84)



‘Will you forgive me if I ask you not to ask questions ?’ ‘Of course.’ (p. 85)

‘May I ask you what you asked me last week ? No questions?’ (p. 99)

Slowly, disconnectedly, prompted by him, I told him a bit about Alison. (p. 145)



(…) the man in the mask Manipulates. (p. 95)

I tried once or twice to reverse our roles, but he again made it clear that he did
not want to talk about himself. (p. 91)

Outwardly he seemed to have very little interest in me, yet he watched me ; even
when he was looking away, he watched me; and he waited. Right from the
beginning I had this: he was indifferent to me, yet he watched and he waited.
(p. 85)

I was intensely aware that our relationship, or my position, had changed again; as
I had been shifted from guest to pupil, now I uneasily felt myself being
manoeuvred into a butt. (p. 192)

For a moment, masks seemed to drop on both sides; I was looking at a face
totally without humour and he, I suppose, was looking at one without generosity.
A hostility was at last proclaimed; a clash of wills. (p. 228)

I wish to bring the poor child to a realization of her own true problem by forcing
her to recognize the nature of the artificial situation we are creating together here.
She will make her first valid step back towards normality when one day she stops
and says, This is not the real world. These are not real relationships. (p. 282)



‘But then the war ended. My father died soon after. Though he never forgave me,
or my mother for having helped me, both into his world and out of it, he was
sufficiently my father to let sleeping dogs lie. So far as I know my disappearance
was never discovered by the authorities. My mother was left a sufficient income.
The result of this was that I returned to Europe and settled in Paris with her.’
(p. 71)

He took my mother with him. (p. 16)

In a minute Margaret, one of those fat girls who mother thin girls, pushed them
away. (p. 23)



I thought I had grasped, during Conchis’s telling, the point of the ‘caractère’ of de
Deukans. He had been talking of himself and me – the parallels were too close for
it to mean anything else. (p. 183).



(…) he had devoted all his life to this collecting of collections. (…). He collected in
order to collect, of course. (p. 177)

I stole a look at Conchis as he gazed up at the picture; he had, by no other logic
than that of cultural snobbery, gained a whole new dimension of respectability for
me, and I began to feel much less sure of his eccentricity and phoniness, of my
own superiority in the matter of what life was really about. (p. 93)

‘When de Deukans demonstrated her « fidelity » he turned and said, « c’est ce qui
en elle est le plus vraisemblable. »It is the most lifelike thing about her.’ I looked
at Lily covertly. She was staring down at her hands. (p. 178)
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Mirabelle. La Maîtresse-Machine, a foul engine made fouler flesh. (p. 490)

But in his private chapel he kept an even more – to my mind – obscene object. It
was encased in a magnificent early-medieval reliquary. It looked much like a
withered sea-cucumber. De Deukans called it, without any wish to be humorous,
the Holy Member. (p. 178)

Dès le premier accès au Symbolique, dès la première intrusion du Symbolique
dans la vie, la Chose se trouve oblitérée, la jouissance restant marquée d’un
moins. L’être humain est appelé à être à travers l’obligation de se dire, d’articuler
des signifiants qui expriment toujours un seul contenu fondamental : celui du
manque dans la jouissance. 85

All that I could find out was that his family came from Belgium. That he was
immensely rich. That he appeared, from choice, to have very few friends. No
relations. And that he was, without being a homosexual, a misogynist. All his
servants were men, and he never referred to women except with distaste. (p. 176)



This is true of all collecting. It extinguishes the moral instinct. The object finally
possesses the collector. (p. 178)

Why should such complete pleasure be evil? Why did I believe that de Deukans
was evil? (p. 179)

(…) he was a man from a perfect world lost in a very imperfect one. And
determined, with a monomania as tragic, if not quite so ludicrous, as Don
Quixotte’s to maintain his perfection. (p. 180)



‘(…) he meant the question should always be asked.’ (p. 188)

‘I realized in two or three days that I had fallen in love with it.’ (p. 299)

I fell totally and forever in love with the Greek landscape from the moment I
arrived. (p. 49)

‘Seidevarre was a Lapp name (…). The spit had once been a holy place for the
Polak Lapps, who combine a fisher culture with the reindeer-herding one. But
even they only superseded far earlier cultures.’ (p. 300)

‘I make it sound forbidding, perhaps.’ (p. 299)



‘Seidevarre is a place I do not want time to touch.’ (p. 310)

‘Both his sons had, at least in youth, revolted against his religious side.’ (p. 300)

‘Then he became convinced that one day he – or at any rate the place – was to be
visited by God. For twelve years he had lived as a hermit, waiting for this visit.’
(p. 301)

‘I recognized Henrik’s syndrome at once – it was a textbook example of anal
over-training. With an obsessive father identification.’ (p. 302)

‘And then his eyesight began to fail. He knocked glasses over at table, stumbled
over roots in the forest. His mania began.’ (p. 302)



‘He wore an old indigo Lapp smock with faded red braid around its edges. Dark
trousers and heavy snout-ended Lapp boots.’ (p. 304)

‘Henrik was a Jansenist, he believed in a divine cruelty. In his system, he was
elect, especially chosen to be punished and tormented.’ (p. 302)



‘I heard from across the water, from Seidevarre, a cry. For a moment I thought it
must be some bird, but then I knew it could only be Henrik.’ (p. 307)

‘And of course Henrik’s secret dawned on me, almost like some reflection of the
illumination that shone over him. He was not waiting to meet God. He was
meeting God; and had been meeting him probably for many years. He was not
waiting for some certainty. He lived in it.’ (p. 308)

‘Another means society uses to control hazard – to prevent a freedom of choice
in its slaves – is to tell them that the past was nobler than the present. John
Leverrier was a catholic. And wiser than you. He refused even to be tempted.’
(p. 127)



‘The essence of … his … system is surely that you learn not to “compare notes”.’
(p. 571)

Much later I realized that perhaps Leverrier, in this case, would have agreed;
because he too had chosen exile; because there are times when silence is a
poem. (p. 573)

‘Here for the first time in my life I was unsure of my standards, my beliefs, my
prejudices. (…). I knew that my science and reason would always be defective
until they could comprehend what was happening in Henrik’s mind.’ (p. 308)

‘But in a flash of lightning, all our explanations, all our classifications and
derivations, our aetiologies, suddenly appeared to me like a thin net. That great
passive monster, reality, was no longer dead, easy to handle. It was full of a
mysterious vigour, new forms, new possibilities. The net was nothing, reality
burst through it. Perhaps something telepathic passed between Henrik and
myself. I do not know.’ (p. 309)

‘That simple phrase, I do not know, was my own pillar of fire. For me, too, it
revealed a world beyond that in which I lived.’ (p. 309)

‘He was, or had been, in love with Ragna. Now they were locked together more
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tightly than love can ever lock – in a state of total unrequitedness on his side and
one of total fidelity on hers.’ (p. 301)

‘But I felt that this man would have rejected everything else about me as well if he
had known it – the pursuit of pleasure, of music, of reason, of medicine. That axe
would have driven right through the skull of all our pleasure-orientated
civilization. Our science, our psycho-analysis. To him all that was not the great
meeting was what the Buddhists call lilas – the futile pursuit of triviality.’ (p. 306)

Henrik Nygaard rejecting “what the Buddhists call lilas” (one cannot help noticing
the heavy pun on “Lily”) in favor of the essential, and then creating it in his own
mind, stands at the opposite pole to de Deukans. The visionary aesthete
confronts the sensual materialist. At the same time, by rejecting any kind of
established convention – comfort, a family, society, medicine, etc. – and
choosing illness and poverty, Henrik Nygaard teaches Conchis another
fundamental truth: that man is free. This is the last lesson Conchis has reserved
for Urfe, and to illustrate it he will select the main strand from the story of his life.
91



This scene was so well organized, so elaborate. I fell under the spell of Conchis
the magician again. Frightened but fascinated (…). (p. 376)

‘What I am now about to tell you may help you understand why I am bringing your
visits here to an end tomorrow. And for once it is a true story.’ I said nothing,
though he left a little pause as if he expected me to object. ‘I should like you also
to reflect that its events could have taken place only in a world where man
considers himself superior to woman. (…). Men love war because it allows them
to look serious. Because they imagine it is the one thing that stops women
laughing at them. In it they can reduce women to the status of objects. That is the
great distinction between the sexes. Men see objects, women see the relationship
between objects. (…). I will tell you what war is. War is a psychosis caused by an
inability to see relationships. Our relationship with our fellow-men. Our
relationship with our economical and historical situation. And above all our
relationship to nothingness. To death.’ (p. 413)



We stood clung together, as before, not needing to say anything, the final barrier
between us broken. (…). I needed no answer to my letters now. (…). All was
transparent between us. (p. 370) The old man had been as good as his word, we
had not been spied on, I was at last sanctioned as the Ferdinand to his
salt-haired, clinging, warm-mouthed Miranda. (p. 371)

Julie entranced me. It was as if I had stumbled on a sleeping princess and found
her, once woken, not merely in love with me, but erotically starved, deliciously
eager to exorcize whatever sour, and perverse lovemaking had gone on with her
ill-starred choice of the previous year. (p. 371)

He stared at me, then down at my hand – my battle-wound from the Nazi incident
ten days previously. It was scarred and still red from the daubings of
merchurochrome the school nurse had put on it. (p. 402)



As he came closer to me I saw, with a sharp sense that the masque was running
out of control, that he was barefoot. His stumbling ginger walk was real, not
acted. (pp. 377-8)

Snarling with rage, I remembered Conchis’s fairy-godfather exit : the gay farewell,
the fireworks, the bottle of Krug. Our revels now are ended. But this was
Prospero turned insane, maniacally determined never to release his Miranda.
(p. 458)

I was cast as a spectator in some way, not as the protagonist. (p. 377)

‘It. Is Not. Ended.’ There was just the trace of a humourless smile on his face;
and more than a trace of menace. (p. 380)

Once more I was like a man in a myth, incapable of understanding it, but



somehow aware that understanding it meant it must continue, however sinister
its peripateia. (p. 381)

For weeks I had had a sense of being taken apart, disconnected from a previous
self – or the linked structures of ideas and conscious feeling that constitute self;
and now it was like lying on the workshop bench, a litter of parts, the engineer
gone … and not being quite sure how one put oneself together again. (pp. 386-7)

She was spilt milk; or spilt semen. I wanted Julie ten times more. (p. 387)

And Julie; she now became a total necessity. (p. 399)

It was like the first day. The being uninvited, unsure; the going through the gate,
approaching the house in its silent sunlit mystery, going round the colonnade;
and there too it was the same, the tea-table covered in muslin. No-one present.



The sea and the heat through the arches, the tiled floor, the silence, the waiting.
(p. 402)

‘We two older men polarized the situation. Anton became an irrelevance.’ (p. 419)



‘I remember the shadow of its wings falling on the whitewashed houses. Like a
black scythe.’ (p. 421)

‘You think I am a sadist. I am not. I am a realist’ (…). ‘You will please remember
that like every other officer I have only one supreme purpose in my life, the
German historical purpose – to bring order into the chaos of Europe. When that is
done – then is the time for lieder-singing.’ (p. 428)

‘I cannot tell you how, but I knew he was lying. One of the great fallacies of our
time is that the Nazis rose to power because they imposed order on chaos.
Precisely the opposite is true – they were successful because they imposed
chaos on order. They tore up the commandments, they denied the super-ego,
what you will. They said “You may persecute the minority, you may kill, you may
torture, you may couple and breed without love.” They offered humanity all its
great temptations. Nothing is true, everything is permitted.’ (p. 428)



‘Because the event I have told you is the only European story. It is what Europe
is. A Colonel Wimmel. A rebel without a name. An Anton torn between them,
killing himself when it is too late. Like a child.’ (p. 439)

Once more my mind wandered, in the grey silences of the night, not to Julie, but
to Alison. Staring out to sea, I finally forced myself to stop thinking of her as
someone still somewhere, if only in memory, still obscurely alive, breathing,
doing, moving, but as a shovelful of ashes already scattered; as a broken link, a
biological dead end, an eternal withdrawal from reality, a once complex object
that now dwindled, dwindled, left nothing behind except a smudge like a fallen
speck of soot on a blank sheet of paper. As something too small to mourn; the
very word was archaic and superstitious, of the age of Browne, or Hervey; yet
Donne was right, her death detracted, would for ever detract, from my own life.
(p. 441)



What Alison was not to know – since I hardly knew it myself – was that I had been
deceiving her with another woman during the latter part of September. The
woman was Greece. (p. 39)

I was not holding a cat in my hand in an underground cistern, I was in a sunlit
square ten years before and in my hands I held a German sub-machine gun. It
was not Conchis who was now playing the role of Wimmel. Wimmel was inside
me, in my stiffened backthrown arm, in all my past; above all in what I had done
to Alison. The better you understand freedom, the less you possess it. And my
freedom too was in not striking, whatever the cost, whatever eighty other parts of
me must die, whatever the watching eyes might think of me; even though it would
seem, as they must have foreseen, that I was forgiving them, that I was
indoctrinated, their dupe. I lowered the cat, and I could feel tears gathering – tears
of rage, tears of frustration. All Conchis’s manoeuvrings had been to bring me to
this; all the charades, the physical, the theatrical, the sexual, the psychological;
and I was standing as he had stood before the guerilla, unable to beat his brains
out; discovering that there are strange times for the calling in of old debts; and
even stranger prices to pay. (p. 518)



Only one person was not revealed: whoever was in the coffin-sedan. (p. 504)

There were too many echoes of Conchis. I was not misled by the new mask . He
was still the master of ceremonies, the man behind it all; at web-centre. (p. 511)

The fear I felt was the old same fear; not of the appearance, but of the reason
behind the appearance. It was not the mask I was afraid of, because in our
century we are too inured by science fiction and too sure of science reality ever
to be terrified of the supernatural again; but of what lay behind the mask. The
eternal source of all fear, all horror, all real evil, man himself. (pp. 499-500)



‘Now – on my left – you see an empty box. But we like to think that there is a
goddess inside. A virgin goddess whom none of us has ever seen, nor will ever
see. We call her Ashtaroth the Unseen.’ (p. 505)

I felt myself almost physically dwindling; as one dwindles before certain works of
art, certain truths, seeing one’s smallness, narrow-mindedness, insufficiency in
their dimension and value. (p. 519)

Finally only the group of twelve remained. Once again, drilled as a Sophoclean
chorus, they bowed, then turned and walked out. (p. 519)

Everything I had ever thought to understand about woman receded, interwove,
flowed into mystery, into distorting shadows and currents, like objects sinking
away, away, down through shafted depths of water. (p. 529)



It came to me that he meant something different by ‘smile’ than I did; that the
irony, the humourlessness, the ruthlessness I had always noticed in his smiling
was a quality he deliberately inserted; that for him the smile was something
essentially cruel, because freedom is cruel, because the freedom that makes us
at least partly responsible for what we are is cruel. So that the smile was not so
much an attitude to be taken to life as the nature of the cruelty of life, a cruelty we
cannot even choose to avoid, since it is human existence. (p. 531)

It was a feu de joie, a refusal to die. (p. 534)

I was marooned; winglessand leaden, as if I had been momentarily surrounded,
then abandoned, by a flock of strange winged creatures; emancipated,
mysterious, departing, as singing birds pass on overhead; leaving a silence spent
with voices. (p. 554)



The final truth came to me, as we stood there, trembling, searching, between all
our past and all our future; at a moment when the difference between fission and
fusion lay in a nothing, a tiniest movement, betrayal, further misunderstanding.
There were no watching eyes. The windows were as blank as they looked. The
theatre was empty. It was not a theatre. (p. 654)
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The cathartic effect of tragedy bears a resemblance to the unresolved note on
which some folk music ends, whereas there is something in the happy ending
that resolves not only the story, but the need to embark on further stories. If the
writer’s secret and deepest joy is to search for an irrecoverable experience, the
ending that announces that the attempt has once again failed may well seem the
more satisfying. 99

Of course he picked all those that looked most like the wretched bowl of fruit. 100

The one that was so good only looked half-finished to me, you could hardly tell
what the fruit were and it was all lop-sided. (p. 60)



There I’m just on the threshold of saying something about the fruit. I don’t
actually say it, but you get the impression that I might. (pp. 60-1)

‘That reminds me. A crossword clue. I saw it months ago. Ready?’ I nodded.
‘“She’s all mixed up, but the better part of Nicholas” … six letters.’ (p. 266)



A hundred yards away a blind man was walking freely, not like a blind man. Only
the white stick showed he had no eyes. (p. 654)



(…) I had the sensation I was not alone. I was being looked at. (p. 68)

The final truth came to me, as we stood there, trembling, searching, between all
our past and all our future ; at a moment when the difference between fission and
fusion lay in a nothing, a tiniest movement, betrayal, further misunderstanding.
(p. 654) (mes italiques)

(…) I lifted the Bow plate carelessly of its nail. It slipped; struck the edge of the
gasfire; and a moment later I was staring down at it in the hearth, broken in two
across the middle. (p. 644)



I knelt. I was so near to tears that I had to bite my lips savagely hard. I knelt there
holding the two pieces. Not even trying to fit them together. (…). I raised the two
pieces to show her [Kemp , sa logeuse] what had happened. My life, my past, my
future. Not all the king’s horses, and all the king’s men. (p. 645)

‘You can’t hate someone who’s really on his knees. Who’ll never be more than
half a human being without you.’ (p. 655)
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Fair youth, beneath the trees, thou canst not leave Thy song, nor ever can those
trees be bare; Bold Lover, never, never canst thou kiss, Though winning near
the goal – yet, do not grieve; She cannot fade, though thou hast not thy bliss,
For ever wilt thou love, and she be fair! 103

Cras amet qui numquam amavit Quique amavit cras amet (p. 656)
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C’est de représenter l’irreprésentable qui ouvre le signifiant à sa répétition,
répétition dont le principe est le ratage à accomplir de façon complète la
représentation dont il s’agit. 106

La compulsion de répétition se structure autour d’une perte dans la mesure où ce
qui se répète ne coïncide pas avec ce que cela répète. 107
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We must also remember that the voyage undertaken is back to an indulged self
and all its pleasures, and that the main source of all those pleasures was that
eternal other woman, the mother. The vanished young mother of infancy is quite
as elusive as the Well-Beloved; indeed she is the Well-Beloved, though the adult
writer transmogrifies her according to the pleasures and fancies that have in the
older man superseded the nameless ones of the child – most commonly into a
young female sexual ideal of some kind, to be attained or pursued (or denied) by
himself hiding behind some male character. 110
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Fowles constructs the novel itself as a parallelism in that he weaves two novels
together. One is a parody of the Victorian novel, the other is a modern novel. 112

I write memoranda to myself about the book I’m on. On this one: You are not
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trying to write something one of the Victorian novelists forgot to write; but
perhaps something one of them failed to write. And: Remember the etymology of
the word. A novel is something new. It must have relevance to the writer’s now –
so don’t ever pretend you live in 1867; or make sure the reader knows it’s a
pretence. 113

Who is Sarah ? Out of what shadows does she come? (p. 84) 114

I do not know. This story I am telling is all imagination. These characters I create
never existed outside my own mind. If I have pretended until now to know my
characters’ minds and innermost thoughts, it is because I am writing in (just as I
have assumed some of the vocabulary and ‘voice’ of) a convention universally
accepted at the time of my story: that the novelist stands next to God. He may not
know all, yet he tries to pretend that he does. But I live in the age of Alain
Robbe-Grillet and Roland Barthes; if this is a novel, it cannot be a novel in the
modern sense of the word. (p. 85)



Le symbolique contemporain est, dit-il [Miller], « comme asservi à l’Imaginaire,
comme en continuité avec lui ». (…). Il [le Symbolique] tend à se confondre avec
l’Imaginaire. Cette suprématie de l’Imaginaire est causée par l’impossibilité où se
trouvent les sujets contemporains de s’identifier à « l’Autre qui n’existe pas ».
(p. 79)
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To what extent am I being a coward by writing inside the old tradition? To what
extent am I being panicked into avant-gardism? Writing about 1867 doesn’t
lessen the stress; it increases it; since so much of the subject matter must of its
historical nature be ‘traditional’. There are apparent parallels in other arts:
Stravinsky’s eighteenth century rehandlings, Picasso’s and Francis Bacon’s use
of Velasquez. 123

The fallacy of one of his [Alain Robbe-Grillet’s] conclusions – we must discover a
new form to write in if the novel is to survive – is obvious. It reduces the purpose
of the novel to the discovery of new forms (…). 124

Qu’on dise reste oublié derrière ce qui se dit dans ce qui s’entend 125
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You are not the ‘I’ who breaks into the illusion, but the ‘I’ who is a part of it. 126

I have disgracefully broken the illusion? No. My characters still exist, and in a
reality no less, or no more, real than the one I have just broken. (…). I find this
new reality (or unreality) more valid; and I would have you share my own sense
that I do not fully control these creatures of my mind, any more than you control –
however hard you try, however much of a latter-day Mrs Poulteney you may be –
your children, colleagues, friends or even yourself. (pp. 86-87)

(…) the concrete means through which the past is linked and also reconstructed
through the mediating narratives of the present. 127

(…) let me quote a far greater poem – one he [Charles] committed to heart, and
one thing he and I could have agreed on: perhaps the noblest short poem of the



whole Victorian era. (p 365)

When he had had his great vision of himself freed from his age, his ancestry and
class and country, he had not realized how much the freedom was embodied in
Sarah; in the assumption of a shared exile. (p. 366)

The great nightmare of the respectable Victorian mind was the only too real one
created by the geologist Lyell and the biologist Darwin. Until then man had lived
like a child in a small room. They gave him – and never was a present less
welcome – infinite space and time, and a hideously mechanistic explanation of
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the human reality into the bargain. Just as we ‘live with the bomb’ the Victorians
lived with the theory of evolution. They were hurled into space. They felt
themselves infinitely isolated. 128

Silence They lay as if paralysed by what they had done. Congealed in sin, frozen
with delight. Charles – no gentle postcoital sadness for him, but an immediate
and universal horror – was like a city struck out of a quiet sky by an atom bomb.
All lay razed; all principle, all future, all faith, all honourable intent. Yet he
survived, he lay in the sweetest possession of his life, the last man alive, infinitely
isolated … but already the radio-activity of guilt crept, crept through his nerves
and veins. In the distant shadows Ernestina stood and stared mournfully at him.
Mr Freeman struck him across the face … how stone they were, rightly
implacable, immovably waiting. (p. 305)

‘My good woman, we can’t see you here without being alarmed for your safety.’
(p. 13)







Nous placer successivement ou alternativement dans l’univers diégétique et face
à lui à cent années de distance, nous pouvons le faire parce que ce double pacte
de fiction n’est pas contradictoire en lui-même ; tout au plus est-il source de
tension dans son artifice même. Mais nous ne pouvons accepter d’être
simultanément narrataire victorien et narrataire contemporain. La transgression
de notre contrat implicite avec le texte semble quelque peu gratuite, et reste non
expliquée, dans une construction fondée toute entière sur la présence et la
puissance référentielle d’un narrateur qui ne cesse de nous guider et peut-être
même de nous endoctriner. (p. 89)



She had candid grey eyes, the only innocent things in a corrupt face, as if
circumstances, not nature, had forced her to be hard. To fend for herself, yet to
seem to need defending. And her voice, only very slightly Australian, yet not
English, veered between harshness, faint nasal rancidity, and a strange salty
directness. She was bizarre, a kind of human oxymoron. (p. 24)

Alison was always feminine; she never, like so many English girls, betrayed her
gender. She wasn’t beautiful, she very often wasn’t even pretty. But she had a
fashionably thin boyish figure, she had a contemporary dress sense, she had a
conscious way of walking and her sum was extraordinarily more than her parts.
(p. 31)
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The more he thought about it the more Sarah-like that sending of the address –
and nothing more – appeared. It was perfectly in key with all her other behaviour,
and to be described only by oxymoron: luring-receding, subtle-simple,
proud-begging, defending-accusing. (p. 296)

Etymologiquement, le sublime s’appuie à la fois et contradictoirement sur le
limen et le limes latins : d’un côté le seuil à franchir, les préliminaires, de l’autre,
les limites à ne pas franchir, les lisières du réel. 134

Lacan en viendra à reconnaître explicitement ce que savent implicitement les
vrais poètes, à savoir que le loup de la jouis-sens est toujours déjà dans la
bergerie du signifiant et que seule la lettre, ce versant réel du langage, peut faire
trace poéthique d’un sublime rencontré dans l’effroi et l’effraction. Le signifiant
poétique fait limite symbolique; la lettre poétique, elle, fait trace, à la limite, d’un
au-delà qui contamine l’en-deça. (p. 177-8)
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(…) all the things that it meant, both prospective and retrospective, began to
sweep down over him in a black avalanche (…). (p. 398)

The cathartic effect of tragedy bears a resemblance to the unresolved note on
which some folk music ends, whereas there is something in the happy ending
that resolves not only the story, but the need to embark on further stories. If the
writer’s secret and deepest joy is to search for an irrecoverable experience, the
ending that announces that the attempt has once again failed may well seem the
more satisfying. 136 (c’est moi qui souligne)
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We returned to our places, these Kingdoms, But no longer at ease here, in the
old dispensation, With an alien people clutching their gods. I should be glad of
another death. 137

Stretching eyes west Over the sea, Wind foul or fair, Always stood she
Prospect-impressed; Solely out there Did her gaze rest, Never elsewhere
Seemed charm to be. HARDY, ‘The Riddle’
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The novel I am writing at the moment (provisionally entitled The French
Lieutenant’s Woman) is set about a hundred years back. I don’t think of it as a
historical novel, a genre in which I have very little interest. It started four or five
months ago as a visual image. A woman stands at the end of a deserted quay and
stares out to sea. That was all. The image rose in my mind one morning when I
was still in bed half asleep. It corresponded to no actual incident in my life (or in
art) that I can recall, though I have for many years collected obscure books and
forgotten prints, all sorts of flotsam and jetsam from the last two or three
centuries, relics of past lives – and I suppose this leaves me with a sort of dense
hinterland from which such images percolate down to the coast of
consciousness. 140
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C’est l’état d’une indistinction entre moi et le monde, le monde étant alors
essentiellement le corps de la mère. Cette Chose originaire et mythique,
antérieure à toute différentiation, est désignée par Freud (…) du nom de moi-réel :
il est initial, c’est-à-dire que c’est un être dans le réel, antérieur à tout
reconnaissance de l’Autre (…). C’est par rapport à ce moi-réel initial qu’agit
l’appel invoquant de l’Autre (…), l’appellation subjectivante. L’intervention de
l’Autre est antithétique à la jouissance ; elle déloge de ce réel plein, elle expulse
du paradis, qu’elle constitue du fait même qu’il est perdu. La parole est toujours
parole de la Loi qui interdit la jouissance. (…). C’est à partir de ce moment-là que
se ferme le chemin de retour à la Chose (moi-réel) et qu’il ne reste d’autre voie
que celle de l’exil et de l’habitat dans le langage. 143



(…) and a person of curiosity could at once have deduced (…) the real Lymers
will never see much more to it than a long claw of grey wall (…). But to a less
tax-paying, or more discriminating eye it is quite simply the most beautiful
sea-rampart on the south coast of England. (p. 7) (c’est moi qui souligne).

I need hardly say that he identified himself almost at once with the miserable
Emile de La Roncière; and towards the end of the trial he came upon a date that
sent a shiver down his spine. The day that other French lieutenant was
condemned was the very same day that Charles had come into the world. For a
moment in that silent Dorset night, reason and science dissolved; life was a dark
machine, a sinister astrology, a verdict at birth and without appeal, a zero over all.
He had never felt less free. (p. 204)

He crossed the road obliquely, blindly, never once looking back , to the
embankment. (p. 398) (c’est moi qui souligne)

‘These are the very steps that Jane Austin made Louisa Musgrove fall down in
Persuasion.’ (p. 12)



(…) because Monmouth landed beside it (…). the shingled beach where
Monmouth entered upon his idiocy. (pp. 7-8)

In spite of his [Mr Freeman’s] secret feelings about the aristocracy – that they
were so many drones – he was, in the more outward aspects of his life, a snob.
(…). These new recruits to the upper middle class were in a tiresome position. If
they sensed themselves recruits socially, they knew very well that they were
powerful captains in their own world of commerce. (p. 244)
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Un signifiant, celui-là oui, articulable, qui fonctionne comme un (S1), comme lieu
inéluctable pour l’accrochage d’un second signifiant (S2), façon économique
d’écrire tout l’ensemble des signifiants qui ne trouvent leur signification que dans
la mesure où ils s’articulent avec le S1 qui est le Nom-du-Père. 144

‘Take your wages !’ Sarah turned on her, and shook her head. ‘You may keep
them. And if it is possible with so small a sum of money, I suggest you purchase
some small instrument of torture. I am sure Mrs Fairley will be pleased to help
you use it upon all those wretched enough to come under your power.’ For an
absurd moment Mrs Poulteney looked like Sam: that is, she stood with her grim
purse of a mouth wide open. (p. 212)
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There was nothing but space – and horror of horrors, a devouring space. (…) and
then she fell, flouncing and bannering and balooning, like a shot crow, down to
where her real master waited. (pp. 293-4)

Ce que le conte de Poe démontre par mes soins, c’est que l’effet de sujétion du
signifiant, de la lettre volée en l’occasion, porte avant tout sur son détenteur
d’après-vol, et qu’à mesure de son parcours, ce qu’il véhicule, c’est cette
Féminité même qu’il aurait prise en son ombre. 146

It is in this aspect that the Cobb seems most a last bulwark – against all that wild
eroding coast to the west. (p. 8)
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“A novel is something new. It must have relevance to the writer’s now – so don’t
ever pretend you live in 1867; or make sure the reader knows it’s a pretence.” 147

Primitive yet complex, elephantine but delicate; as full of subtle curves and
volumes as a Henry Moore or a Michaelangelo; and pure, clean, salt, a paragon of
mass. (p. 7)

But where the telescopist would have been at sea himself was with the other
figure on that sombre, curving mole. It stood right at the seawardmost end,
apparently leaning against an old cannon-barrel up-ended as a bollard. Its clothes
were black. The wind moved them, but the figure stood motionless, staring,
staring out to sea, more like a living memorial to the drowned, a figure from myth,
than any proper fragment of the petty provincial day. (p. 9)



The young lady was dressed in the height of fashion, for another wind was
blowing in 1867: the beginning of a revolt against the crinoline and the large
bonnet. The eye in the telescope might have glimpsed a magenta skirt of an
almost daring narrowness – and shortness, since two white ankles could be seen
beneath the rich green coat and above the black boots that delicately trod the
revetement; and perched over the netted chignon, one of the impertinent little
‘pork pie’ hats with a delicate tuft of egret plumes at the side – a millinerey style
that the resident ladies of Lyme would not dare to wear for at least another year
(…). (p. 8)
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(…) while the taller man, impeccably in a light grey, with his top hat held in his
free hand, had severely reduced his dundrearies, which the arbiters of the best
English male fashion had declared a shade vulgar – that is, risible to the foreigner
– a year or two previously. (p. 8)

It was only then that he noticed, or at least realized the sex of the figure at the
end. (p. 12)

She had taken off her bonnet and held it in her hand ; her hair was pulled tight
back inside the collar of the black coat – which was bizarre, more like a man’s
riding-coat than any woman’s coat that had been in fashion those past forty
years. She too was a stranger to crinoline; but it was equally plain that that was
out of oblivion, not knowledge of the latest London taste. (p. 13)

(…) lorsqu’un être parlant quelconque se range sous la bannière des femmes
c’est à partir de ceci qu’il se fonde de n’être pas-tout, à se placer dans la fonction
phallique. C’est ça qui définit la… la quoi ? – la femme justement, à ceci près que
La femme, ça ne peut s’écrire qu’à barrer La. Il n’y a pas La femme, article défini
pour désigner l’universel. Il n’y a pas La femme puisque – j’ai déjà risqué le
terme, et pourquoi y regarderais-je à deux fois ? – de son essence, elle n’est pas
toute. 148



And as we near London, I think I see a solution; that is, I see that the dilemma is
false. The only way I can take no part in the fight is to show two versions of it.
That leaves me with only one problem: I cannot give both versions at once, yet
whichever is second will seem, so strong is the tyranny of the last chapter, the
final, the ‘real’ version. (p. 349)
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(La pulsion) est une aspiration à la jouissance qui échoue, car elle doit
reconnaître l’Autre et lui acquitter le quantum de jouissance qu’il exige comme
loyer, pour la résidence qu’il lui offre. 151

(…) his feeling that he was growing like his uncle at Winsyatt, that life was
passing him by (…). He passed a very thoughtful week. Then one morning he
woke up. Everything had become simple. He loved Ernestina. (p. 74)

The one thing he [Mr Freeman] loathed was to be worsted in an important
business deal – and this, after all, was one that concerned the object he most
cherished. (p. 246) (c’est moi qui souligne)



He was at one and the same time Varguennes enjoying her and the man who
sprang forward and struck him down; just as Sarah was to him both an innocent
victim and a wild, abandoned woman. Deep in himself he forgave her her
unchastity; and glimpsed the dark shadows where he might have enjoyed it
himself. (p. 153-4)

‘Mr Smithson, what I beg you to understand is not that I did this shameful thing,
but why I did it. Why I sacrificed a woman’s most precious possession for the
transient gratification of a man I did not love.’ She raised her hands to her
cheeks. ‘I did it so that I should never be the same again. I did it so that people
should point at me, should say, there walks the French Lieutenant’s Whore – oh
yes, let the word be said.’ (p. 152)



In looking down as he dressed he perceived a red stain on the front tails of his
shirt. For a moment he thought he must have cut himself; but he had felt no pain.
He furtively examined himself. Then he gripped the top of the armchair, staring
back at the bedroom door – for he had suddenly realized what a more
experienced or less feverish lover would have suspected much sooner. He had
forced a virgin. (p. 307)

Palaeontology, now too emotionally connected with the events of that fatal
spring, no longer interested him. (p. 364)

He saw a thousand sights, and sites, for he spent time also in Greece and Sicily,
but unseeingly; they were no more than the thin walls that stood between him
and nothingness, an ultimate vacuity, a total purposelessness. (p. 364)



(…) some land of sinless swooning idyll, in which Charles and Sarah and
Ernestina could have wandered. I do not mean to say that Charles’s thoughts
were so specific, so disgracefully Mohammedan. But the far clouds reminded him
of his own dissatisfaction; of how he would have liked to be sailing once again
through the Tyrrhenian; or riding, arid scents in his nostrils, towards the distant
walls of Avila; or approaching some Greek temple in the blazing Aegean
sunshine. But even then a figure, a dark shadow, his dead sister, moved ahead of
him, lightly, luringly, up the ashlar steps and into the broken column’s mystery.
(pp. 154-5)

All lay razed; all principle, all future, all faith, all honourable intent. (p. 305)

(…) but already the radio-activity of guilt crept, crept through his nerves and
veins. (p. 305)

‘I have felt that too. It is because we have sinned. And we cannot believe we have



sinned.’ She spoke as if she was staring into an endless night. (pp. 306-7)

He made her turn her head and they looked, in the dim outside light, into each
other’s penumbral eyes. His were full of a kind of horror; and hers were calm,
faintly smiling. (p. 306)

‘Forgive and advise me, O Lord in my travail …’ but then by means of one of
those miserable puns made by a distracted subconscious, Sarah’s face rose
before him, tearstained, agonized, with all the features of a Mater Dolorosa by
Grünewald he had seen in Colmar, Coblenz, Cologne … he could not remember.
For a few absurd seconds his mind ran after the forgotten town, it began with a C
… he got off his knees and sat back in his pew. How empty the church was, how
silent. He stared at the crucifix; but instead of Christ’s face, he saw only Sarah’s.
(p. 311)

There was a loud clack in the silence. He turned round, hastily touching his eyes
with his sleeve. But whoever had tried to enter apparently accepted that the



church was now closed; it was as if a rejected part of Charles had walked away.
(p. 312)

(….) what you do not understand is that because she truly loves you she must
give you the thing that she loves more. I will tell you why she weeps: because you
lack the courage to give her back her gift. (p. 313-4)

You know your choice. You stay in prison, what your time calls duty, honour,
self-respect, and you are comfortably safe. Or you are free and crucified. (p. 314)

Rather she seemed there beside him, as it were awaiting the marriage service; yet
with another end in view. For a moment he could not seize it – and then it came.
To uncrucify! (p. 315)

Charles’s whole being rose up against (…) this macabre desire to go backwards
into the future, mesmerized eyes on one’s dead fathers instead of on one’s
unborn children. (p. 316)



Now the question I am asking, as I stare at Charles, is not quite the same as the
two above. But rather, what the devil am I going to do with you? (p. 348)

There was something rather aggressively secure about him ; he was perhaps not
quite a gentleman … an ambitious butler (but butlers did not travel first class) or
a successful lay-preacher – one of the bullying tabernacle kind, a would-be
Spurgeon, converting souls by scorching them with the cheap rhetoric of eternal
damnation. A decidedly unpleasant man, thought Charles, and so typical of the
age – and therefore emphatically to be snubbed if he tried to enter into
conversation. (p. 346)



He is staring back towards Mr Rossetti’s house ; and with an almost proprietary
air, as if it is some new theatre he has just bought and is pretty confident he can
fill. In this he has not changed: he very evidently regards the world as his to
possess and use as he likes. (p. 395)

Language is like shot silk; so much depends on the angle at which it is held.
(p. 391)



He saw nothing; but only the folly of his own assumption that fallen women must
continue falling – for had he not come to arrest the fall of gravity ? (p. 379)

He was as shaken as a man who suddenly finds the world around him standing
on its head. (p. 379)

She stood there against the door she had just closed, her hand on its brass knob,
in the abrupt loss of sunlight, difficult to see clearly. (p. 379)

She had not sent the address. She was not grateful. He did not remember that her
inquiry was identical to the one he had once asked her when she came on him
unexpectedly; but he had sensed that now their positions were strangely
reversed. He was now the suppliant, she the reluctant listener. (pp. 379-80)

‘I am at a loss for words’ (…). She murmured, ‘I do not know what to say.’ (p. 382)

Yet she said it without emotion, without any of the dawning gratitude he so
desperately sought; with no more, in cruel truth, than a baffled simplicity. (p. 382)



‘I wish to be what I am, not what a husband, however kind, however indulgent,
must expect me to become in marriage.’ (p. 385)

Her bright clothes had misled him at first. But he began to perceive they were no
more than a factor of her new self-knowledge and self-possession; she no longer
needed an outward uniform. He saw it; yet he would not see it. (p. 386)

‘All that Miss Sarah Woodruff is, Mrs Charles Smithson may continue to be. I
would not ban you your new world or your continuing pleasure in it. I offer no
more than an enlargement of your present happiness.’ (p. 386)

‘I meant that I am not meant to be understood even by myself. And I can’t tell you
why, but I believe my happiness depends on my not understanding.’ (p. 386)

But she went implacably on. ‘And which obliged me to change my lodgings and
my name. I made inquiries. I knew then, but not before, that you had not married
Miss Freeman.’ (p. 387)

And perhaps he did at last begin to grasp her mystery. Some terrible perversion



of human sexual destiny had begun; he was no more than a footsoldier, a pawn in
a far vaster battle; and like all battles it was not about love, but about possession
and territory. (p. 387)

(…) then her eyes came to rest on Charles’s feet. She could not look him in the
eyes. (p. 392)

‘Shall I ever understand your parables ?’ The head against his breast shakes with
a mute vehemence. (p. 393)

And Lalage, as if brought by the merciful silence to reflect on the aesthetics of
music and having reflected, to bang her rag doll against his bent cheek, reminds
her father – high time indeed – that a thousand violins cloy very rapidly without
percussion. (p. 393)



It was as if she were trying to tell him something she could not say in words.
(p. 396)

She could give only to possess; and to possess him – whether because he was
what he was, whether because possession was so imperative in her that it had to
be constantly renewed, could never be satisfied by one conquest only, whether …
but he could not, and would never, know – to possess him was not enough.
(p. 397)

It was as if he found himself reborn, though with all his adult faculties and
memories. But with the baby’s helplessness – all to be recommenced, all to be
learnt again! (p. 398)
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He (…) has already begun, though there are tears in his eyes to support his
denial, to realize that life, however advantageously Sarah may in some ways
seem to fit the role of Sphinx, is not a symbol, is not one riddle and one failure to
guess it, is not to inhabit one face alone or to be given up after one losing throw
of the dice; but it is to be, however inadequately, emptily, hopelessly into the
city’s iron heart, endured. And out again, upon the unplumb’d, salt, estranging
sea. (p. 399)

L’incorporation de l’être au langage est la cause d’un exil définitif et irréversible
par rapport à la Chose. La Chose, dans la définition qu’en donne Lacan quand il
reprend et commente Freud dans son séminaire L’Ethique de la Psychanalyse,
« ce qui du réel pâtit du signifiant ». 154
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Nevertheless, I would like to write one last novel about the complex nature of this
century. At the moment I am calling it Tesserae … the countless bits that make up
a mosaic. I don’t want to say more, I’m afraid. 155
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Comment se souvenir, quand, en plus de se dresser en maîtres de vie et de mort
sur chaque homme, surgit la volonté de se faire les maîtres aussi, en même
temps, de ce qui se forme et garde le souvenir de chaque homme ? Maîtres des
hommes et de la mémoire des hommes. S’assurer de l’Autre. Anéantir et l’Homme
et l’Autre. Effacer des hommes de la liste des vivants et les effacer aussi de la
liste des morts. Comme s’ils n’avaient jamais existé. Et puis effacer la liste
elle-même, rendre une feuille blanche. 158

Qu’il y pense ou non, l’art qui questionne et fouille le visible ne saurait être
disjoint de ce trou noir que la Shoah creuse au milieu du siècle. Que sur la carte
du temps les routes de l’art croisent les chambres à gaz, à l’angle de l’objet.
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Appelons cela perspective du XXème siècle. Les lignes de l’art et la Shoah se
coupent en un point à l’infini. La Shoah à l’horizon de l’art. Point de fuite de l’art
dans l’espace moderne. 159

It is May Day, and here is may enough. Thou shalt be queen, Fanny, but thou
must crown thyself. (p. 340)



‘Do you know how many men I’ve slept with the last two months ?’ ‘Fifty ?’ She
didn’t smile. ‘If I’d slept with fifty I’d just be an honest professional’ (p. 29)
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She goes quietly to the top of her truckle-bed, where the violets still lie strewn on
the rough pillow; gathers them up, and returns to where he kneels, to toss them,
it seems casually, almost mockingly under the down-turned face and across the
hands and the monstrous blood-filled glans. (p. 34)

In this novel Fowles pushes the conventions of his genre to the limits and all but
totally abandons the reader. 162
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My characters never show the depth of my feelings and they would be wrong if
they did. You have to leave a space for the reader’s feelings to meet yours. Half
the art of the novel is leaving-out – what you don’t say, or explain, or make clear.
166

But academic critics often seem to me to be blind to a negative side of the novel :
what it does not say, what is left out. Leaving out is a major part of the skill of a
writer – that is, persuading readers to supply what is not said. This applies all the
way down the line, from major ideas to minor description of characters. Most of
us learn that too exact notations of human appearance are harmful because they
cramp the reader’s imagination (though they may not realize it consciously).
Hints are better, not exact mimesis; dots, which readers must join up to make the
picture. Readers possess a huge stock of latent imagination, both archetypal and
in terms of everyday things, and one needs to use this. 167

(…) another thing that is very important for me in the novel and in the cinema, for
that matter, is the gaps in understanding and narrative. Reading a novel is an
equally creative experience, and the one thing the fiction reader does not want to
be given is something where every question is answered; surely one of the most
important functions of the novel is to create, not exactly a sense of mystery, but
to leave spaces which the reader has got to fill in. It’s… it’s a kind of discipline –
not a discipline so much as – it’s a kind of joyful experience, a kind of jouissance,
in Barthes’s terms, that I think the reader deserves, you know. 168
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But you see, I think a very important element in the novel is an area that you
cannot know, a kind of of area of mystery. (…). But I think that missing area of
certain knowledge is important. I’ve just written another novel [A Maggot] which
I’m sure is going to enrage people, for rather similar reasons. 169

In A Maggot John Fowles openly draws on all these well-known
eighteenth-century literary conventions, in the same way he had drawn on
Victorian narrative conventions in The French Lieutenant’s Woman. So he
brackets the novel with a Prologue and an Epilogue which he signs in propria
persona, and then creates a hetero-extradiegetic narrator who identifies with the
twentieth-century author of Prologue and Epilogue. 172
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One might have supposed the two leading riders and the humble apparent
journeyman and wife chance-met, merely keeping together for safety in this
lonely place. (p. 8)

A twentieth-century mind, could it have journeyed back and taken on the
sensibilities and eyes of those two better-class travellers riding that day into the
town, must have felt itself landed, or becalmed, in some strange doldrum of time,
place and spirit; in one of those periods in which Clio seems to stop and scratch
her tousled head, and wonder where the devil to go next from here. This
particular day of April falls in a year very nearly equidistant from 1689, the
culmination of the English Revolution, and 1789, the start of the French (…).
(pp. 15-16)

You know I am a disobedient son. You know I have not told you all. (p. 26)



The four different versions offered by Mr Bartholomew himself about the
journey’s aim have two things in common: one is the fact that they are all more or
less recognizably literary; the other, that they all refer, as do the hypotheses
about Mr Bartholomew’s real identity, to some form of disobedience or
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frustration. 173

For some years before its writing a small group of travellers, faceless, without
apparent motive, went in my mind towards an event. Evidently in some past,
since they rode horses, and in a deserted landscape; but beyond this primitive
image, nothing. I do not know where it came from, or why it kept obstinately
rising from my unconscious. The riders never progressed to any destination.
They simply rode along a skyline, like a sequence of looped film in a movie
projector; or like a single line of verse, the last remnant of a lost myth. (p. 5)

And her dress ! It was so different that he thought for a moment that she was
someone else. He had always seen her in his mind in the former clothes, a
haunted face rising from a widowed darkness. But this was someone in the full



uniform of the New Woman, flagrantly rejecting all formal contemporary notions
of female fashion. Her skirt was of a rich dark blue and held at the waist by a
crimson belt with a gilt star clasp; which also enclosed the pink-and-white striped
silk blouse, long-sleeved, flowing, with a delicate small collar of white lace, to
which a small cameo acted as tie. The hair was bound loosely back by a red
ribbon. (p. 423)
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(…) the historical chronicles in the novel are not meant, as we would have
expected, to function as a reality-enhancing mechanism but, on the contrary, as a
foil to set off the differences between “the real thing” and Fowles’s fictional
creation. Similarly the device of writing a Prologue and an Epilogue somehow
fails to meet the traditional reader’s expectation (…). 178

A Maggot cannot meet the requirements of Julian Moynihan for the same reason
that The French Lieutenant’s Woman failed to meet those of other reality-based
critics; that is, because neither is A Maggot an eighteenth-century historical
novel, nor is The French Lieutenant’s Woman a Victorian romance, and this,
simply, because they have been written in the twentieth century. 180
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Thus, by creating a whimsical world, a fantasy about the Shakers that is entirely
different from their real history, and by reconstructing this history, Fowles
succeeds in exploring the similarities and differences between the techniques of
fiction and the ways in which history is authenticated. 183

A MAGGOT is the larval stage of a winged creature, as is the written text, at least
in the writer’s hope. But an older though now obsolete sense of the word is that
of a whim or a quirk. (p. 5)
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Even the curious phonetic similarity existing between “magus” (pronounced
[mægas] by Fowles) and “maggot” points to the circularity of Fowles’s writing, to
the fact that A Maggot is indeed another variation on The Magus, still another
version of the hero’s quest. However, the slight phonetic difference between the
titles of Fowles’s first and last novels also contains a world of difference, the
huge stretch that goes from his hesitant and unsatisfying first attempt to express
his vision of the world, to the last, masterfully neat and accomplished expression
of it. 185

By extension it was sometimes used in the late seventeenth and early eighteenth
century of dance-tunes and airs that otherwise had no special title … Mr
Beveridge’s Maggot, My Lord Byron’s Maggot, The Carpenter’s Maggot, and so
on. (p. 5)

La fonction poétique projette le principe d’équivalence de l’axe de la sélection sur
l’axe de la combinaison. 186

‘What is thy name?’ ‘Royal, mistress. John Tudor.’ ‘And where did thee learn to
write so swift?’ ‘The short hand? By practice. ’Tis child’s play, once learnt. And
where I cannot read when I copy in the long hand, why, I make it up. So I may
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hang a man, or pardon him, and none the wiser.’ (p. 347)

For Fowles it was a challenge to write a novel in which we hear the characters
rather than see them, and in which we learn from their answers to questions only
what we might expect to learn from witnesses under oath. 188

Conventional omniscient narration is unacceptable in the twentieth century (…)
because it is inappropriate for a contemporary novelist to pretend that he is
analogue to God in a century characterized by scepticism and doubt. 189
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The importance of dialogue is thus to help the reader overcome the absence of
everything but the language itself (…). 190

Dialogue thus enables the reader to formulate the meanings of the situations
instead of receiving such narrative information from an authoritative narrator. 191

Indeed the novel’s mutual animation of its dialogic discourses serves to
emancipate both characters and readers from the hegemony of any one totalizing
discourse. 192

Your Grace, I cannot positively say it was so. Yet must I guess it most likely so,
and with only this to commend it: that coming to recognize he had sinned most



heinously, he must condemn himself to no less than he did, as the only proper
expiation of his awful crimes. (p. 449)

Q. Was he pressing that you should resolve yourself to this western journey ? In
all this did he rather sollicit, or did he dragoon? A. He pressed, but did not force.
I told him the time of my courses was near. He accepted it must pass first, as
happened. Q. You say, the time of your going depended no more than upon the
season of your menison? A. Yes. Q. It was not so appointed, that you should be
in Devon on the first of May? A. Not that I know. (p. 312)



Q. Is it not divinely appointed it is sin to rebel against the authority of man?
Witnessed in the Almighty’s first act, and ever after? A. ’Tis reported so, by men.
Q. The Holy Bible is false witness? A. Witness from one side alone. (p. 428)

Q. (…) Know you what the vice of Sodom betokens? A. Yes. Q. Saw you ever, at
any time since first you met his Lordship, any sign that he and his man were its
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victims ? (p. 353).

Bartholomew constructs a proliferating godgame. He leaves Rebecca behind to
tell the story, which then becomes a godgame for Ayscough, the duke, and the
reader. The meaning of the masque is equally unassigned for all who hear the
story. 194

The journey is primarily a psychological journey backwards, aimed at the
recovery of that fourth dimension of time “what might have been”. 195
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Thus, from a psychological perspective, the journey becomes a hero’s quest for a
new totality of the self, which must be achieved through his acceptance of the
coincidentia oppositorum, the reconciliation of his conscious, his unconscious
and his anima potentialities, in the global perception of the self as such. 196

As we read A Maggot , we sympathise with the lawyer, for we share his desire to
discover what happened to the young man who has disappeared (…). 197
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He also reproduced passages from The Gentleman’s Magazine of 1736 in A
Maggot, in the interests of fostering a sense of what life was like in the early
eighteenth century. 198

But what are we to make of some of the magazine’s truly bizarre stories – for
example the one in the October number, about a peculiar fish thrown ashore in
Devon? It is ‘4 foot long’, The Gentleman’s Magazine tells us, ‘has a head like a
Toad, 2 feet like a Goose and the Mouth opens 12 Inches wide’. Did this freak of
nature really exist? Are we truly to believe that ‘One of this Kind was dissected at
the College of Physicians in the presence of K. Charles II’? Or is this just a rather
juicy story some journalist made up in order to sell magazines? 199
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The last entry creates the illusion that these stories are coming to an end, that
loose ends are being tied up, whereas the seven extracts represent only a slice of
history, excised at random from the larger picture. 203

The author and the reader create arbitrary endings in their desire to order
experience. 204



I go to meet one I desire to know, and respect, as much as I would a bride – or my
Muse indeed, were I a poet; before whom I am as Dick before myself, nay, more
lacking still. And whom I have been hitherto prevented from seeing as much as
by a jealous guardian. I may have deceived you in the letter. But not in the spirit.
(p. 42)

He [Mr Bartholomew] walks towards the bed, unbuttoning his long waistcoat. As
he comes to it he sinks to his knees on the broadplanks and buries his bald head
against its side, as a man seeking undeserved forgiveness or the oblivion of
infancy might, against a mother’s skirt. (p. 58)



‘Perhaps I am one of those seditious northern Jacks ? Another Bolingbroke?
These papers here are all in cipher. If not in plain French or Spanish. I go to plot
with some emissary of James Stuart. (…) I am here to creep into the woods and
meet some disciple of the Witch of Endor. To exchange my eternal soul against
the secrets of the other world. How does that cap fit?’ (p. 42)
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From the beginning Fowles defines the limits and weaknesses of ordinary
perception. The first teller is a present-tense narrator (who occasionally lapses
into a past-tense mode that is merely a disguised present) who reports events as
they unfold before him. 205

Fowles’s dissatisfaction with conventional omniscient narration is most evident
in the introductory section of A Maggot (…). Throughout, he uses the present
tense rather than the past, as if to suggest that his characters’ future is
something that he has not yet witnessed and is therefore unable to reveal to us.
206



Jones is a liar, a man who lives from hand to mouth, by what wits he has, not
least by what creeping deference he can muster when faced with such real power
as Ayscough holds. Pride he has not, nor can he afford it. Yet in many ways (and
not only in that millions will copy him, later in the century, in deserting country
and province for city) he is the future, and Ayscough the past; and both are like
most of us, still today, equal victims in the debtors’ prison of History, and equally
unable to leave it. (p. 237) (mes italiques)

Like Rebecca, they are poor at reason, often confused in argument; their sense of
time (and political timing) is often defective. They tend to live and wander in a
hugely extended now, treating both past and future as present, instead of keeping
them in control and order, firmly separated (…). (p. 430) (mes italiques)

That is, thee art man. Thee’d make me mirror of thy sex. Dost know what harlot is,
master Ayscough? What all men would have all women be, that they may the
easier think the worst of them. (p. 360)

Thee’d keep me still cunning harlot, thee’d keep his Lordship still disobedient
son, and Dick mere beast. (p. 423)



For might a better world come, he [Mr Bartholomew] said, if this one may not
change? (…). Though I durst not tell my father such things. To that I replied that I
feared fathers would ever have their sons in their own close image. To which he
answered, And nothing change to the end of time – alas I know it, Lacy. If in this a
son doth not bow to every paternal Test and Corporation Act, he is damned, he
hath no being. (pp. 142-143)

And lastly, as for my Husband, that I shall hereafter condescend to bubble, I do
verily believe he ought not to have the least Superiority over me; therefore am
determined, that tho’ Quadrille be my Religion, and Cuckoldom ev’ry Sabbath’s
Meditation; tho’ I ruin him in Plays, Masquerades, Fashions, Housekeeping, &c,
tho’ I should even accept of my very Butler as a coadjutator to him, he shall be
Mum. (p. 321)

Both religion and matrimony were revealed in the catechism as mocked, as was
respect for man’s superior status vis-à-vis womankind. What he saw in Rebecca’s
eyes, as indeed in some of her answers, was a reflection of this; that is, the effect
of published laxity on high among the lower orders. (p. 322)



‘I am instructed to give thee this against thy lying in.’ Ayscough feels inside a
waistcoat pocket, then pushes a small golden coin across the table, a guinea. ‘I
do not wish it’ ‘Take. It is commanded.’ ‘No.’ (p. 439)

Rebecca stood relieved, and pushed the earthenware jordan back beneath the
bed, and straightened the coverlet. (p. 343)



A. His Lordship said I must bathe, before I donned my new clothes. Q. You must
bathe! A. That I must be pure of my body, with no taint of my former world upon
me. And he did point a little back, to where the stream did deepen a piece, as a
pond, albeit not so deep, and small; for most it ran shallow upon stones. Q. What
thought you to this? A. That it was too cold. To which he said I must, this stream
should be my Jordan. Q. He said these words: This stream shall be thy Jordan?
A. Yes. (pp. 349-34).

A private coach was drawn up, its four horses still harnessed, as if it had just
arrived, on the far side. Its nearer door bore a painted coat of arms, supported by
a wyvern and a leopard; its motto and closer detail, beyond two quarters of red
diamonds, impossible to read. (p. 344)

Q. This preposterous maggot – bore it no marks other? A. Upon its side was a
wheel with figures thereafter, in a line; and yet another upon its belly, the same.
(p. 361)



He wore a plain black hat, and his right hand gripped a strange thing, a
shepherd’s crook, its foot on the ground. However this was no shepherd; where
the top of a working crook is of wood or horn, here it was of polished silver, like
some staff of office; closer to a bishop’s crosier than anything else. (p. 344)

(…) the two men that waited beneath the tree were clothed in white (…) and the
older man bore a white beard and stood with in his hand a staff of wood (…).
(p. 376)

I tell thee, undeserving sinner I may be, there was I brought certain, most certain,
within the presence of the Father and the Son. (p. 379)

Yet they seemed no closer; not just divided by age and gender, but by belonging
to two eternally alien species. (p. 345)

And now, as abruptly as he appeared, the man ends this wordless interview. The
crook is jerked impatiently clear, and set firmly to the ground again as he turns
away, as if disappointed. (p. 345)

Rebecca has time to see that he walks with a heavy limp. The crook-staff is no
mere eccentric adornement, it is a necessity; and has just time to see the clerk
step back with a deep bow, and Mr Ayscough also, with a lesser one, then turn to
follow his master. (p. 346)



‘There are two truths, mistress. One that a person believes is truth; and one that
is truth incontestible. We will credit you the first, but the second is what we seek.’
(p. 348)
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The Maggot experience is a metaphor of unassigned meaning. The modern reader
will generally see in it spaceships and beings from other planets, for such is the
alphabet of contemporary life. 207

C’est que du fait de son inadéquation à l’absence qu’il vise et masque à la fois, il
se répétera indéfiniment d’un texte à l’autre, et se repèrera par le spectre
lumineux ou sonore qui se dégage au moment de la collision avec… rien. 209
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That he would carry her upon a tour he proposed to make there, for he had heard
of new waters, recent found, and reputed excellent for his failing. (p. 250)

La castration ne signifie rien d’autre que ceci : tout être humain, tout être qui
parle, est assujetti à la Loi de l’interdiction de l’inceste et doit renoncer à l’objet
premier et absolu du désir qu’est la Mère. 210

L’instance symbolique porteuse de la loi sous l’effet de laquelle l’enfant renonce
à une relation duelle avec la mère, afin d’accéder lui-même à l’ordre symbolique,
marquant par là les limites de son désir. 211
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There was something both imperious and imperial in that look, indifferent to
ordinary humanity, oblivious of it, above all law (…). (p. 345)

On that or another visit she said he spoke of an unjust curse upon him and the
embarrassments he was placed in by it, and in particular by his father, who was
much vexed by his seeming disobedience as to a certain marriage and threatened
him to stop him of his inheritance and I know not what else. (p. 249)

In short, then, Mr Bartholomew, still refusing the other alliance, was commanded
out of paternal house and home, and told not to return until he had cooled his
temper and learnt his filial duty. With the further threat that should he pursue the
course he was on, all his future prospects would be forfeit. (p. 130-131)

Q. What took you him to mean by finding his life’s meridian ? A. Why, sir, no
more than is conveyed by any such obscure and fanciful metaphor. It may be,
some certainty of belief or faith. I fear he found little consolation in religion as we
see it practised in this land. (p. 169)

What his Lordship appears to be searching for is the moment at which his life will
be at its highest splendour – the moment corresponding (metaphorically) to the
summer solstice, when the sun in the northern hemisphere is at its highest point
in the sky. (…) from Rebecca’s testimony, however, it would seem that his
Lordship enters the cavern in the hope that the people (or beings) he is to meet
there will help him achieve some sort of transcendental religious experience. 218



I say this, though I know now I was being duped and gulled. And even when the
veil was lifted from my eyes … well, sir, I found another and even darker veil
remained. (p. 133)

I will tell you this, Lacy, these ancients knew a secret I should give all I possess
to secure. They knew their life’s meridian, and I still search mine. (p. 148-149)
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Alternatively brutal and kind with Rebecca, Mr Bartholomew enjoys the baffling
oxymoronic quality shared by her, to appear as both devilish and celestial. 220

Modesty sits on thee like silk on dung (…). Even the pox is afraid to touch thy
morphewed carcase. (pp. 47-48).



There seems something demonic now in that face beneath the bald head;
demonic not in its anger or emotion, but in its coldness, its indifference to the
female thing before him. It speaks of a hitherto hidden trait in his character: a
sadism before Sade, still four years unborn in the dark labyrinths of real time; and
as unnatural as the singeing smell of burnt leather and paper that pervades the
room. Had one to represent in a face the very antithesis of human feeling, it is
here, and frighteningly so. (p. 49).

He called me to him when we had supped, by Dick, and I thought for his old
purpose. However Dick was dismissed as soon as I was brought, when his
Lordship would have me make myself naked before him; which I was obliged to
do, expecting he would at last try his prowess upon me. But he would not, he
made me sit on a bench before him, as I were a penitent, and called me
impertinent as I say, for the violets; then a whore, I know not what else, more
cruel than ever before, like he was half mad, for he forced me to kneel, and make
an oath that all he said was true. Then all of a great sudden he changed, and
maintained his cruelty was no more than a test, that on the contrary he was
well-pleased with me. (p. 334-335).

She found his lordship soon altered, his former courtesy had been but a mask
upon his real face. (p. 250)

(…) his Lordship spoke again apart with her in his chamber, and behaved without
reason as ever before, first to revile her for some insolence that lay in his fancy,
for she was sure she had given none in the flesh; and then of her being so great a
whore, she was certain for hell, I know not what else. (…). And said ’twas as if he
was not one man, but two, when she looked back on all her dealings with him
(…). (p. 254).



He is gone to the devil, Farthing. He has brought me to great sin by force, against
my will. (p. 243)

Nor was his stare that of a normal man; much more that of a person sizing an
animal, a mare or a cow, as if he might at any moment curtly state a price that he
considered her worth. (p. 344).



At the far end I espied his Lordship, yet most strange, I first did not know him, for
he wore as those from June Eternal wore, their silken smock and trowse, no wig
beside. (…). Forget me not, Rebecca, he said, forget me not; at that did kiss me
soft upon the brow, as a brother might. Still did he stare into my eyes , and ’twas
as if his face had become one with He I had seen in the meadow in June Eternal,
that does forgive all sins, and to all despair bring peace. (p. 383).

Then he said that he and Dick were one mind, one will, one appetite. (…). I am his
animating principle, Lacy, without me he’s no more than a root, a stone. If I die,
he dies the next instant. (p. 171)

And he said (…) we are like the personages of a tale, fixed it must seem by
another intention, to be good or evil, happy or unhappy, as it falls. (pp. 150-151)
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(…) he cast his sword aside, as ’twere something he needed to carry no more, its
sash and sheath likewise (…). (p. 367)

(…) quick as a trice [he] draws his sword and points it down at the poor girl’s
breast, so to say, your life is lost if you fail me now. (p. 226)

Only by accepting both versions as true can we find a clue to the mysterious
disappearance of Mr Bartholomew within the cave and to the subsequent death of
his manservant. 222



Your Grace did also ask me in what manner he should best broach this matter to
his most esteemed spouse (…). (p. 449)

May it not be said that perchance he lives still in some foreign land, where none
may break the secret of an incognito; where he may now acknowledge to himself
that he has given Yr Grace great hurt, and would trouble Yr Grace no more? And
advanced in hope that he reflects upon the injustice he has done, and shall in due
time return to ask Yr Grace’s forgiveness? (p. 449)

[he seemed] of all nations, neither blackamoor nor white, neither brown nor
yellow. (p. 376)



(…) and it came to me that he who stood with the scythe was son to the aged
man, and she also of a smiting likeness, they were of one family. (p. 378)

No woman, but queen of queens, greater than the greatest lady. She without
whom God the Father could not have made His works, whom some would call the
Holy Spirit. She is Holy Mother Wisdom. (p. 379)

Holy Mother Wisdom, ’tis she the bearing spirit of God’s will, and one with Him
from the beginning, that takes up all that Christ the Saviour promised. That is
both His mother and His widow, and His daughter beside; wherein lies the truth of
those three women grown one I saw first appear. (pp. 379-380)

Q. Woman, this is rank blasphemy. ’Tis writ clear in the Book of Genesis that Eve
came of Adam’s seventh rib. A. Were thee not born also of a mother? Thee’s
nothing without her, master, thee are not born. Nor was Eden born, nor Adam nor
Eve, were Holy Mother Wisdom not there at the first with God the Father. (p. 380)



I tell thee, John Lee, when the Lord Jesus come again, He shall be She, and the
mother must know her name. (p. 453)

Christ’s kingdom is not must. If a thing must be, it is not of Christ. A harlot must
be always harlot, is not Christ. Man must always rule over woman, is not Christ.
(…). No must by this world’s lights is Christ. (p. 423)



I fear Your Grace was not mistaken: he may justly conclude that in all matters but
of blood, his Lordship was indeed as a changeling, and not his true son. (p. 449)

Man would of his nature know all; but it is God who decrees what shall or shall
not be known; and here we must resign ourselves to accept His great wisdom
and mercy in such matters, which is that He deems it often best and kindest to us
mortals that we shall not know all. (p. 450)

(…) in the more earthly solace of his noble wife and noble son the Marquis (who
doth, unlike his poor brother, so preeminently enshrine his father’s virtues), of
those most charming ladies his daughters likewise. Alas, the one flower may wilt
and fade; the others still may console the more. (p. 450)

Vive vi, vive vum, vive vi, vive vum, vive vi vive vum … it is clear they are not
rational words, and can mean nothing. (p. 454)
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Il y a trois suppositions. La première, ou plutôt l’une, car c’est déjà trop que d’y
mettre un ordre, si arbitraire qu’il soit, est qu’il y a : proposition thétique qui n’a
de contenu que sa position même – un geste de coupure, sans quoi il n’y a rien
qu’il y ait. On nommera cela réel ou R. Une autre supposition, dite symbolique ou
S, est qu’il y a de lalangue, supposition sans laquelle rien, et singulièrement
aucune supposition, ne saurait se dire. Une autre supposition enfin est qu’il y a
du semblable, où s’institue tout ce qui fait lien : c’est l’imaginaire ou I. 224







I forced her on her side. Someone in the next room banged on the wall. Another
nerve-splitting scream. ‘I HATE YOU!’ I slapped the side of her face. She began
to sob violently, twisted sideways against the bed-end, fragments of words
howled at me between gasps for air and tears. (...). She began to bang the bedrail
with her fists, as if she was beyond words. (p. 276)

I do not know why I did what happened next. It was neither intended nor
instinctive, it was neither in cold blood nor in hot; but yet it seemed, once
committed, a necessary act; no breaking of the commandment. My arm flicked
out and slapped her left cheek as hard as it could. The blow caught her
completely by surprise, nearly knocked her off balance, and her eyes blinked with
the shock; then very slowly she put her left hand to the cheek. We stared wildly at
each other for a long moment, in a kind of terror: the world had disappeared and
we were falling through space. The abyss might be narrow, but it was bottomless.
(p. 654)



(…) then her voice, broken, hardly audible, in despair, almost self-amazed. ‘I hate
you. I hate you.’ (p. 655)

We know a world is an organism, not a machine. We also know that a genuinely
created world must be independent of its creator; a planned world (a world that
fully reveals its planning) is a dead world. It is only when our characters and
events begin to disobey us that they begin to live. When Charles left Sarah on her
cliff-edge, I ordered him to walk straight back to Lyme Regis. But he did not; he
gratuitously turned and went down to the Dairy. (p. 98)

There is only one good definition of God: the freedom that allows other freedoms
to exist. And I must conform to that definition. (p. 99)



He had come to raise her from penury, from some crabbed post in a crabbed
house. In full armour, ready to slay the dragon – and now the damsel had broken
all the rules. No chains, no sobs, no beseeching hands. He was the man who
appears at a formal soirée under the impression it was to be a fancy dress ball.
(p. 381)
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